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ABSTRACT 
Company deadlock is as a result of inherent contradictions of limited liability 
companies and enclosed companies. Its appearance and continuance compose the 
potential or actual damages to the company, the shareholders, the third party as well 
as the benefit of the whole society,which is an important comprehensive issue of 
company governance of the enclosed company. Therefore, exploring  company 
deadlock how comes into being, enriching the theory of company deadlock relief, and 
seeking the multiplicate relief measures ,undoubtedly become a real topic in legal 
theory research.And these are exactly the foothold of this dissertation.  
The first part of this dissertation analyzes the meaning and damages of company 
deadlock,and the standard that the company deadlock is recognized at first. Then 
carries on the analysis to the institutional reasons of company deadlock,which include 
the company's articles of association,disadvantages of majority principle,the support 
of people and closeness of limited liability companies,etc. The scond part of this 
dissertation discusses the legitimacy of judicial intervention in the company deadlock 
from the right of action, the company's social responsibility, and the expectations of 
shareholders and so on ,then points out that providing shareholders the chance to 
solute the disputes and get rid of company deadlock is judicial duties. The third part 
of this dissertation describes foreign theories and practices concerning company 
deadlock in China. It introduces various foreign remedies of company 
deadlock,mainly including assigning the supervisor or the temporary take-over party, 
assigning temporary directors, judicial dissolution and the purchase of stockholders’ 
rights by compulsion and so on. The fourth part of this dissertation discusses the 
principles of judicial intervention of company deadlock in our nation. Moreover, it 
further illustrates how to grasp the relations between the judicial intervention and the 
company autonomy in practice. Then, it points out that the justice shall be in 
conformity to the principle of moderate intervention and the principle of legitimate of 
lawsuit purposes, consider the benefits of every party, and maintain the stability of the 
commercial body as far as possible. To solve the issue of company deadlock, the 
justice shall make great efforts to seek alternative relief measures rather than rely on 
















procedure arrangement of action of company deadlock, including the register 
conditions, the jurisdictions, and litigant’s lawsuit status. It illustrates the range and 
content of accepting and hearing the cases about company deadlock, and entity 
hearing in the lawsuit of company deadlock, including specific conditions of judicial 
dissolution. This part emphasizes that various measures of replacement relieves shall 
be made full use of and the mediation shall be the first choice to handle the matter of 
company deadlock. And it confirms rights of disagreed shareholders to repurchase 
stock and establish a system of forced displacement of shareholders’ rights so as to 
avoid damages of the company and shareholders by dissolving the company. The 
purpose of this dissertation which discusses company deadlock and legal measures is 
to promote the establishment of a more rational and consummate system. As a result, 
the legal issues on company deadlock are able to be solved appropriately.  
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